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Grimmer Than Hell 2003-02-01 the fleet the khalians are weasel shaped and weasel vicious their main concern with humanity is the way humans taste
behind the khalians are others stronger smarter and more vicious still captain miklos kowacs and the men and women of marine reaction company 121
the headhunters have faced the khalians on the front lines now they re taking the war to the enemy freeing captured planets from their bestial
conquerors and penetrating even the khalian horneworld but the worst dangers to kowacs and his headhunters come from traitors who wear the same
uniform battlestation the only chance of defeating the ichtons is to capture one one alive no human battlefleet could hope to do that¾but just maybe a
lone scout like sergeant dresser could anyway he has to try the ichtons don t conquer their enemies they destroy them utterly lacey in the not too
distant future government cameras watch every soul in north america only the most cunning and powerful imagine they can commit a crime and
escape punishment and they become the prey of hunters like jed lacey lacey has neither hopes nor fears and he has no mercy at ad there s never been
anybody better at what he does warriors all there ve always been men and women willing to stand between humanity and the worst the universe has
to offer the trouble is they can t stay human and do their jobs¾and they must do their jobs at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm
digital rights management
The Reformer 2000 when philosopher adrian gellert touches the holy relic containing the minds of the human raj and the computer called center he is
launched into a perilous journey with the future of all humankind at stake
Other Times Than Peace 2006 soldiers battle throughout space and time as only david drake can portray them in this collection of two new hammer
s slammers stories
The Dance of Time 2006 fantasy roman
To Clear Away the Shadows 2019-06-04 new entry in david drake s landmark rcn series adventures beyond the edge of the known universe the truce
between cinnabar and the alliance is holding and the republic of cinnabar navy is able to explore regions of the galaxy without the explorers being
swept up in great power conflict the far traveller is probing sponge space to open routes for cinnabar traders and for rcn warships if war breaks out
again but besides astrogation the far traveller is to survey and catalog life forms on the worlds it touches harry harper has just been posted to the
traveller he s an rcn officer by convention a scientist by training and a member of one of leading aristocratic families on cinnabar by birth lieutenant
rick grenville would rather serve on a warship in the heart of battle but peace and the whim of the navy board have put him on an exploration vessel
instead he finds that the dangers on the fringes of civilization are just as great as those from missiles and gunfire that he expected to face as internal
struggles cause the alliance to relax its iron grip regional forces are attempting to increase their own power and they re not fussy about the means
they use besides the biological answers that officials on cinnabar expect the far traveller to find the ship s director of science doctor veil has her own
agenda to learn more about the archaic spacefarers who roamed the universe tens of thousands of years before humans reached the stars the crew of
the far traveller is poised to clear more of the shadows away from the deep past than ever before in human history if they survive at the publisher s
request this title is sold without drm digital rights management praise for prequel though hell should bar the way though hell should bar the way is
vastly entertaining a tale that demonstrates drake s skill as an author illustrating why drake is one of the best living science fiction authors today the
daily news of galveston county about david drake s rcn series r ousing old fashioned space opera publishers weekly the fun is in the telling and mr
drake has a strong voice i want more philadelphia weekly press s pace opera is alive and well this series is getting better as the author goes along
character development combined with first rate action and memorable world designs sfreader com drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations
and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war fans of patrick o brian s maturin and aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate rousing space opera
publishers weekly about david drake p rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy of a tank rivals crane and remarque chicago sun times drake couldn t
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write a bad action scene at gunpoint booklist rcn series with the lightnings lt leary commanding the far side of the stars the way to glory some golden
harbor when the tide rises in the stormy red sky what distant deeps the road of danger the sea without a shore death s bright day though hell should
bar the way
What Distant Deeps 2010-09-01 no rest for the weary captain daniel leary and his friend the spy adele mundy have been in the front lines of
cinnabar s struggle against the totalitarian alliance now these galactic superpowers have signed a peace of mutual exhaustion but the jackals are
moving in the republic of cinnabar was on the verge of collapse under the weight of taxes casualties and war s disruption of trade that the alliance of
free stars was in even worse condition helped only because it has made peace possible years of war have been hard on daniel and harder still on adele
whose life outside information gathering is a tightrope between despair and deadly violence their masters in the rcn and the republic s intelligence
service have sent them to the fringes of human space to relax away from danger but the barbarians of the outer reaches have their own plans plans
which will bring down both cinnabar and the alliance the enemies of peace include traitors giant reptiles and barbarian pirates whose ships can outsail
even daniel leary s splendid corvette the princess cecile unless daniel adele and their unlikely allies succeed galactic civilization will disintegrate into
blood and chaos so they will succeed¾or they ll die trying at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management
The Military Dimension 1991 taranis and his men forage for the collected tribes of the crow as they march against the romans but he brings back
more than he bargained for when he frees a beautiful and mysterious prisoner alpnu together they face a power sealed in a cave for millennia and
newly risen from hell in david drake s story up from hell at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software
drm applied
Up From Hell 2016-08-17 david drake is the reason a lot of people got started reading military science fiction because it s always a good idea to start
with the best david weber cinnabar s chief spymaster is a mother also and her son is determined to search for treasure in the midst of a civil war who
better to hold the boy s hand and to take the blows directed at him than captain daniel leary the republic of cinnabar navy s troubleshooter and his
friend the cyberspy adele mundy the only thing certain in the struggle for control of the mining planet corcyra is that the rival parties are more
dangerous to their own allies than to their opponents daniel and adele face kidnappers hijackers pirates and a death squad even before they can get to
their real business of ending the war on corcyra only with planetary peace can the boy they re escorting get on with his mission the boy thinks the
treasure he s looking for is a thousand years old daniel and adele know that it s probably a dream but if the treasure is real it might just be tens of
thousands of years older than anyone imagines and incalculably more valuable
The Sea Without a Shore 2019-08-06 as belisarius and his companions march into the malwa heartland only one thing is sure if they fail their whole
world is doomed to living hell for all time jacket
The Tide of Victory 2001-06-26 a collection of side splitting science fiction shorts includes tales of paratrooper goblins space cops and their politically
correct alien supervisor a band of mercenary elves and a collaboration with larry niven at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital
rights management
All the Way to the Gallows 2004-06-01 belisarius the finest general of his or any age must save the world if he can guided by visions from a future
that may never be he and a band of comrades penetrate the malwa heartland seeking the core of the enemy s power against them are numbers
savagery and an icy inhuman intelligence that is without weekness or mercy cover
In the Heart of Darkness 1998 a new science fiction space epic from the author of hammer s slammers the empress of earth the finest passenger
liner in the galaxy carries 6 000 people through multiple universes to land on raw often violent worlds but the crew will have their work cut out for them
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on this hostile voyage
Starliner 1992-05 picking up where their highly successful sreies the general leaves off the chosen follows the further adventures of raj whitehall and
battle central this time to the stars
The Chosen 1996 epic fantasy author david drake continues his saga the lord of the isles with queen of demons in the world of the isles the elemental
forces of magic are rising to a thousand year peak a small bank of companions has set forth across a world in the process of transformation in search of
their destinies now their epic adventure continues david drake s lord of the isles is an epic with the texture of the legends of yore and rousing action
and characters to cheer for terry goodkind at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
Queen of Demons 2010-04-01 political intrigue on the planet kostroma leads to war and a romance between a naval officer and a lady librarian who
specializes in computer data lots of detail on new forms of space warfare
With the Lightnings 2000-07 revolt on a frontier planet the corrupt earth government is sending an army to greenwood to remove the pioneers who
discovered and settled the planet the potential profits are too great to leave the world to scraggly ne er do wells though the rugged individualists of
greenwood may be fractious and disinclined to agree on most things the greedy politicians of earth will learn a harsh lesson if they think the settlers
won t join together to save their livelihoods and homes under yerby bannock who never walked away from a drink or a fight the greenwood patriots will
face thugs in the night lawyers in a distant court traitors in their own ranks¾ and if they have to a fortress built to shrug off the assault of a battlefleet
at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management
Patriots 2009-09-01 top authors pay tribute to a master david drake has left an indelible mark on the science fiction and fantasy genres he is
considered the grand master of military science fiction now top authors in the field pay tribute to the man and his work in this all new collection of
stories and essays david drake has left an indelible mark on the science fiction and fantasy genres now top authors in the science fiction and fantasy
field pay tribute to the man and his work in this all new collection of stories and essays best selling author david drake has been creating topnotch
military science fiction space opera and fantasy novels and stories for decades in this all original collection that appears as drake is a special guest of
the 2015 world fantasy convention a stellar line up of writers pays tribute to drake with stories as broad in range as his own fiction each one comes
with an illuminating afterword explaining the connection of the story to drake and his work in eric flint s a flat affectÓ a king is no match for a pair of
storytellers gene wolfe takes us to a strange and wondrous future in incubatorÓ larry correia examines what it s like to face hammer s slammers from
the losing sideÓ s m stirling offers an insider s view of working with dave or inmates in bellevueÓ mur lafferty shows what happens when a fairy visitor
receives an unexpected welcome in the crate warrior the doppelganger and the idea womanÓ the book also features two new pieces from drake
himself the great wizard cabbage Ó a comic historical fantasy and save what you can Ó the first new hammer s slammers story in nearly a decade with
more stories from editor mark l van name cecelia holland t c mccarthy barry n malzberg sarah hoyt tony daniel john lambshead hank davis eric s brown
and sarah van name as well as appreciations from baen publisher toni weisskopf and tor founder and publisher tom doherty onward drake is a
collection that fans of drake s fiction¾and anyone who enjoys a good story¾will not want to miss at the publisher s request this title is sold without
drm digital rights management praise for the work of david drake p rose as cold and hard s the metal alloy of a tankãrivals crane and remarqueãÓ
chicago sun times drake couldn t write a bad action scene at gunpoint Ó booklist r ousing old fashioned space opera Ó publishers weekly the fun is in
the telling and mr drake has a strong voice i want more Ó philadelphia weekly press s pace opera is alive and well this series is getting better as the
author goes alongãcharacter development combined with first rate action and memorable world designs Ó sfreader com
Onward, Drake! 2015-09-16 david drake is the reason a lot of people got started reading military science fiction because it s always a good idea to start
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with the best david weberthe war between the republic of cinnabar and the tyrannical alliance still rages on now in command of a heavy cruiser daniel
leary and adele mundy have been sent to a remote star system on a diplomatic mission with a scheming senator in tow but when cinnabar faces a
crushing defeat and leary and mundy come face to face with a brutal warlord and an aristocratic slave trader the time for diplomacy is over up against
impenetrable strongholds deluded boy kings and the brutal alliance leary and mundy face their toughest challenge yet and when leary is injured adele
must face it alone
In the Stormy Red Sky 2018-04-03 alien ferocity vs roman courage as the empire dies rome 262 a d it has been the capital of the greatest
civilization on earth now both city and civilization are dying germans flood across the borders from britain to the bosporus leaving a trail of rape
carnage and ashes in the cities mobs riot in the countryside cults seek salvation in dark rituals imperial unity has shattered into a mosaic of separatists
and usurpers squabbling among themselves as greater enemies gather to swallow them all one man stands between humanity and the long night
matching savage determination against a hopeless future he is aulus prennius an imperial secret agent as tough and ruthless as the age in which he
lives until now though his enemies have all been human david drake is one of the most gifted users of historical and military raw materials at work
today chicago sun times at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management
Birds of Prey 2018-09-04 there s a secret in the basement of the engineering building three travelers claiming to be from a utopia six thousand years
hence are helping dr gustafson and his graduate staff invent a time transport their stated goal to stop war and secure a peaceful future t know is that
the travelers have their own plans for the machine and their own secrets t peaceful the past is not the past and the machine in the engineering
building has everything to do with an unimaginable war
Bridgehead 2007-01-15 a new novel in the nationally best selling rcn military sf series david drake dean of military science fiction returns with
another entry in his best selling rcn series from wealth and power to poverty and insults roy olfetrie planned to be an officer in the republic of cinnabar
navy but when his father was unmasked as a white collar criminal he had to take whatever he was offered what is offered turns out to be a chance to
accompany captain daniel leary and lady adele mundy as they go off to start a war that will put roy at the sharp end duty snatches roy from the harem
of a pirate chief to a world of monsters from interstellar reaches in a half wrecked starship to assassination attempts at posh houses roy has the choice
of making friends or dying friendless of meeting betrayal and responding to it of breaking his faith or keeping it at the risk of his life pirates politics and
spies and waiting for roy if he survives all the rest a powerful warship the action doesn t slow nor can roy for if he does the only question is which of the
many threats will be the one to catch and kill him but captain leary himself has given roy a chance and roy is determined make the most of it though
hell should bar the way at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management about david drake s rcn series r ousing old
fashioned space opera publishers weekly the fun is in the telling and mr drake has a strong voice i want more philadelphia weekly press s pace opera is
alive and well this series is getting better as the author goes along character development combined with first rate action and memorable world
designs sfreader com drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war fans of patrick o brian s
maturin and aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate rousing space opera publishers weekly about david drake p rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy
of a tank rivals crane and remarque chicago sun times drake couldn t write a bad action scene at gunpoint booklist rcn series with the lightnings lt
leary commanding the far side of the stars the way to glory some golden harbor when the tide rises in the stormy red sky what distant deeps the road
of danger the sea without a shore death s bright day though hell should bar the way
Though Hell Should Bar the Way 2018-04-03 in the time of the ancients the universe was united but that was so far in the past that not even memory
remains only the broken artifacts that a few makers can reshape into their original uses what survives is shattered into enclaves some tiny some ruined
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some wild into the gaps between settlements and onto the road that connects all human reality and the reality that is not human and may never have
been human have crept monsters some creatures are men twisted into inhuman evil some of them are alien to mankind and there are things which are
hostile to all life things which will raven and kill until they are stopped a leader has arisen welding the scattered human settlements together in peace
and safety and smashing the enemies of order with an iron fist in his capital dun add the leader provides law and justice in the universe beyond his
champions advance and enforce the return of civilization pal a youth from the sticks has come to dun add to become a champion pal is a bit of a maker
and in his rural home he s been able to think of himself as a warrior because he can wield the weapons of the ancient civilization pal has no idea of
what he s really getting into in dun add on the other hand the leader and dun add have no real idea of what might be inside this hayseed with high
hopes the spark a story of hope and violence and courage and especially a story of determination at the publisher s request this title is sold without
drm digital rights management about the spark entertaining tale combining the feel of arthurian legend with nifty far future super science publishers
weekly about david drake drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war fans of patrick o brian s
maturin and aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate rousing space opera publishers weekly r ousing old fashioned space opera publishers weekly the fun
is in the telling and mr drake has a strong voice i want more philadelphia weekly press s pace opera is alive and well this series is getting better as the
author goes along character development combined with first rate action and memorable world designs sfreader com p rose as cold and hard as the
metal alloy of a tank rivals crane and remarque chicago sun times drake couldn t write a bad action scene at gunpoint booklist
The Spark 2017-11-07 set in the universe of ranks of bronze foreign legions presents masterful new novellas by david drake eric flint s m stirling marl
l van name and david weber david drake is now the king of military science fiction philadelphia weekly press
Foreign Legions 2001 military authors have entered the mainstream science fiction genre and continue to leave their mark david drake pays homage
to his own sub genre by collecting ten classic stories of men at arms by top writers including himself
Dogs of War 2008-12-21 lycon was the greatest of the beast hunters who fed the bloody maw of rome s coliseum he had trapped tigers lions and
other exotic creatures but the beast he hunts now comes from a distant star the thing s ferocity had been obvious from the first and when it escaped
lycon followed its trail of slaughter from the grimiest tenements of rome to the heights of imperial splendor reissue
Killer 2002 the slammers become involved in an internal dispute among their employers based on the nika riots with a slammers captain in the role of
belisarius
Counting the Cost 1987 the battle crazed troop of recruits and vets led by captain ranson must cover three hundred miles of hostile enemy territory
Rolling Hot 1990-11 jean paul sartre 1905 1980 dominated the cultural and literary life of post war france he believed from an early age that he had a
mission to be a writer and proceeded to realize this as a novelist philosopher screenwriter playwright literary and art critic biographer essayist
polemicist and journalist although before the second world war sartre showed little inclination to become involved in politics from 1945 he established
himself as the very personification of intellectual commitment taking public positions on national and international political issues from the liberation
until very shortly before his death in this new biography david drake considers the works of franceâs most famous twentieth century intellectual his
relations with his contemporaries and the political causes he espoused all of which the author firmly locates in the turbulent times through which sartre
lived
Sartre 2005 david drake is the reason a lot of people got started reading military science fiction because it s always a good idea to start with the best
david webercaptain daniel leary with his friend and spy officer adele mundy are sent to a quiet sector to carry out an easy task helping the local
admiral put down a coup before it takes place but then the jealous admiral gets rid of them by sending them off on a wild goose chase to a sector
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where commerce is king and business is carried out by extortion and gunfights with anarchy and rebellion in the air a rogue intelligence officer plots
the war that will destroy civilization and enlists the help of a brute whom even torturers couldn t stomach and of course it s up to leary and mundy to
put a stop to the madness
The Road of Danger 2018-10-02 beginning a new series from a military science fiction master with over 3 million books in print a young hero comes of
age in the crucible of war and galactic struggle when allen allenson scion of a noble family that has fallen on hard times gets a mission to roust the
power hungry terrans from a wild star sector where they re encroaching he jumps at the chance to show his individual worth improve his family s
fortunes¾and gather enough lucre to make a good marriage but the wily terrans are not so easily persuaded by a young colonial they think of as a
rube worse riders ¾the being who naturally ply the wilderness between the stars are playing their own deadly political games¾against the terrans
against the colonials and against one young greenhorn commander in particular na f young allen whom they figure they can manipulate to do their
bidding the one thing nobody has counted on is the fact that allen while young and inexperienced happens to be a hero in the making much to his own
amazement at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management
From the Heart of Darkness 1983 now with new content by david drake the most colorful myth from science fiction s golden age is reborn in seas of
venus earth is a dead cinder beyond the dense clouds on a terraformed venus the land is ruled by savage plants and the even more savage beasts that
prey on them while monsters out of nightmare swim though the globe girdling seas mankind huddles in domed underwater keeps living a purposeless
static existence¾dedicated to pleasure but destined for oblivion later if not sooner only the free companions the mercenaries who fight proxy wars for
the keeps live on the surface of venus their warships course the seas battling one another in struggles to decide victory or defeat for one day life or
death for a few individuals the free companions live till they die with the searing thrill of danger and their deeds bring excitement and color to the
bored residents of the keeps but mankind is doomed unless something changes few are willing to risk their lives for that change battling both the
terrifying environment and the ruthless oligarchs for whom the status quo means a lifetime of luxury but there are a handful of courageous visionaries
in the keeps and in the free companies where death is a way of life at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights management
only a few of us have enough willpower when a new dick francis or the latest volume of a david drake series comes out in hardcover to wait for the
paperback david friedman hidden order the economics of everyday life the best in military science fiction recommended booklist the master of the
mercenary science fiction novel he has developed a following just short of cult proportions rave reviews drake is one of the most gifted users of
historical and military raw materials at work today chicago sun times
Into the Hinterlands 2011-09-01 david drake is the reason a lot of people got started reading military science fiction because it s always a good idea
to start with the best david weber when the republic of cinnabar doesn t have enough battleships to deal with all the crises in its war with the alliance it
sends the next best thing commander daniel leary and his friend the spy adele mundy this time they re off to help the bagarian cluster in its rebellion
against the alliance but they ll quickly find that the worst threats to the rebels are the treacherous politicians leary and mundy use electronic
espionage sub machine guns and shipkilling missiles to outwit political rivals put down mutiny and capture an alliance fortress when all else fails they ll
strike for the heart of the alliance and then throw their tiny corvette into a major fleet action
Seas of Venus, Second Edition 2013-01-09 exciting action from the master of the mercenary science fiction novel rave reviews and author of
northworld after the death of the earth humankind live in domed undersea keeps on the planet venus and only the mercenary naval troops called free
companies venture out to wage the keeps proxy wars against the lethal lifeforms on the surface
When the Tide Rises 2018-01-09 a new novel in the nationally best selling rcn military sf series leary and mundy are back in another military science
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fiction adventure as they undertake a mission to a distant but critical star system it s just a rebellion in a distant star cluster captain daniel leary thinks
that his marriage will allow him to slip into the quiet role of a naval officer in peacetime his friend the spy and cybrarian adele mundy is content to be
collating data in her library but high officials of both superpowers are involved those who want daniel and adele to become involved in the tarbell stars
claim that only they can prevent a war between the republic of cinnabar and its great rival the alliance of free stars the conflict is political but at the
sharp end it means blazing warfare and cold blooded murder daniel and adele will be at the sharp end the odds in ships and guns are badly in the
enemy s favor daniel adele and the crew of the princess cecile will do everything humanly possible but that may not be enough against an enemy
battleship and even if daniel and his companions succeed in battle they can t be sure whether their employersreally wanted them to win or whether
they even want them alive all they can do is to race forward hoping to come through into death s bright day at the publisher s request this title is sold
without drm digital rights management about david drake s previous rcn novel what distant deeps drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations
and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war fans of patrick o brian s maturin and aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate rousing space opera
publishers weekly about david drake s rcn series r ousing old fashioned space opera publishers weekly the fun is in the telling and mr drake has a
strong voice i want more philadelphia weekly press s pace opera is alive and well this series is getting better as the author goes along character
development combined with first rate action and memorable world designs sfreader com about david drake p rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy
of a tank rivals crane and remarque chicago sun times drake couldn t write a bad action scene at gunpoint booklist rcn series with the lightnings lt
leary commanding the far side of the stars the way to glory some golden harbor when the tide rises in the stormy red sky what distant deeps the road
of danger the sea without a shore death s bright day
The Jungle 1992 their mission is called the venus asteroid expedition but it has little to do with legitimate trade general commander piet ricimer and
stephen gregg are leading an armada of four ships from the relatively civilized clouds of venus out beyond the orbit of pluto deep into the reaches
where trade and piracy are one and the same and expedited with a gun their destination is the mirror and impenetrable membrane covering another
universe a universe where all the riches of the federation are held in ports ripe for plundering there is only one place where the expedition can cross
the mirror a weakened point known as landolph s breach the last one to pass through was landolph himself over eighty years ago and most of his men
never returned but the war with the federation is raging and the glory of venus is at hand ricimer and gregg are going forward into the hands of fate
going to claim the wealth and glory that is theirs to take going hell bent and full speed ahead through the breach
Death's Bright Day 2016-06-07 from the author of the northworld series comes a remarkable world where renegade pirates race to the farthest reaches
of space to seek their fortunes by trading with star colonies a journey of incalculable odds and unpredictable danger as all seek the countless wealth to
be earned in the reaches
Through the Breach 1996 in his popular hammer s slammers series vietnam veteran drake tells a military story like no other set on warring planets in
need of the mercenary services of colonel hammer and his men
Igniting the Reaches 1995 as the ruthless rulers of the malwa empire dominate sixth century india assisted by an abomination from the future
peacemakers from the future send a crystal aide to stop their advance with the help of count belisarius of byzantium
Paying the Piper 2002
Destiny's Shield 2000
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